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Introducing Doris

In the song Sieben tödliche Unfälle im Haushalt [Seven Deadly Household
Accidents, ] by the Berlin-based performance art and music group
Die Tödliche Doris, a catalogue of daily malfunctions – all leading to
death – is presented. From a can of hairspray transformed into a
flamethrower by a tired morning cigarette to a falling pane of glass from
a shop window that guillotines a drunken young man who accidently
stumbles on the pavement in front of it, the song depicts everyday life
turned absurd: not the spectacular or heroic moments, but the boring,
the laconic.The stories are recited in a flat voice with an unnerving and
slightly-too-loud cacophony of instruments playing in the foreground.The
dark humour and bizarre violence expressed in this work are typical of the
elusive style of DieTödliche Doris.Here, catastrophe is not romanticised
for the viewer – it is not aWorldWar III, nuclear fireball collective death
scenario.The title may refer to the seven deadly sins, yet the work under-
mines Christian (or any other) morality, and, instead, ironically plays with
the ludicrousness and meaninglessness of the ordinary.
The works of DieTödliche Doris rarely contain clear messages, but are

often laced with double entendres and ironic allusions.Moving beyond
the wryness, several works by the group deal with social, psychological
and political themes.This paper focuses on two examples of artworks
by Die Tödliche Doris and presents a number of other subject-related
works by the group.The analysis presented here considers the works
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from an art-historical perspective, but also takes into account the con-
temporary punk scene inWest Berlin in the early s. Following the
theme of publications produced for the research project “To Each His
Own Reality”, the emphasis is placed on the notions of, and the rela-
tionship between, fiction and reality in the work produced by the group.
In the first example, the Super- film Das Leben des SidVicious [The Life
of Sid Vicious, ], crude dilettantism, bad taste and theatrical eccen-
tricity allude to both the punk movement and the historical avant-garde.
Furthermore, the film demonstrates the way in which the artists of Die
Tödliche Doris (mis)use documentary techniques in their work – an
important aspect of their attitude towards the concepts of reality and fic-
tion. In the second example, also a Super- film, entitled Berliner
Küchenmusik [Berlin Kitchen Music, ], the contemporary context of
West Berlin in the early s plays a key role.The unique historical sit-
uation of the half-city was a factor in the work of a number of artists,
especially in the years of the BerlinWall from the s to the s.Die
Tödliche Doris’ artistic response to these surroundings can be seen to
illustrate their concept of the rendering of reality.

 DieTödliche Doris (Dagmar Dimitroff,Wolfgang Müller and Nikolaus Utermöhlen)
at the Festival of Ingenious Dilletantes [sic],West Berlin, 
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The members of DieTödliche Doris were concerned as much with the
work of art itself as with everything around and outside the artwork – what
came before and after the exhibition – and the question of how to work as
artists. In this way, looking at the group’s work also implies looking at its
contemporary surroundings and the way in which its members dealt with
the notion of the image and the role of the artist.This becomes apparent,
for instance, in the attribution of a name to the illusory figure of “Doris”.
DieTödliche Doris worked under the label of the fictitious character of
“Doris” in West Berlin between  and .The group revolved
aroundWolfgang Müller and Nikolaus Utermöhlen, with several other
artists participating, most notably Käthe Kruse, Chris Dreier,Tabea
Blumenschein and Dagmar Dimitroff (fig. ). The artists worked with
installations, photography, video, painting, performance and mail art, and
also performed as a band.All artworks made by members of the group were
attributed to “Doris”, who also answered her own fan mail. She was
incorporated interchangeably into the members of the group, and would
sometimes also be represented on stage by three or four complete strangers
who were asked to perform by the original band. “Doris” herself was
hence a deconstructed and absent phenomenon.The concept of her char-
acter was merely the surface of a mirror. “While most artists tend to
develop a distinct image – a definable identity – over the course of their
careers, Die Tödliche Doris was about repeatedly questioning her own
identity and turning the honing of her outward guise into the central
topic of her artistic oeuvre”, as Wolfgang Müller later explained. The
“Doris” concept enhanced the spectator’s sense of insecurity, underlining
the ambiguity of perception.Through her resulting substitutability, the
idea of “Doris” reflected the superficial reception of pop and media phe-
nomena. In addition to this,“Doris” could also be misread as “Dosis” (the
German word for “dose”), implying a lethal overdose.
The group was closely involved with the contemporary underground

milieu inWest Berlin, especially the punk movement. In the late s, punk
had established itself within the music, fashion, graphics and visual art
scenes in the USA and the UK, and was spreading like wildfire through-
out the rest of Europe and theAmericas. Punk came to be a synonym for
rebellion, anarchy and resistance to being exploited or gridlocked by soci-
etal conventions. In its early years, it was an inclusive movement that
brought together street kids and cultural prime movers, thugs and intel-
lectuals, outsiders and art students. AsWolfgang Müller remembers, “In
the punk scene, there was an openness which was good for developing
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conceptual and performative ideas.”The aesthetics and artistic methods
linked to punk play a significant role in the work of the group.Yet at the
same time, the artists of DieTödliche Doris were well aware of art history,
and their work shows connections with former avant-garde movements such
as Dada, Surrealism, Fluxus andViennese Actionism.These points of ref-
erence become apparent in a closer analysis of their work and artistic
approach, as the artists place themselves within a certain tradition of sub-
version and radicalism – something the punk movement as a whole strove
to do. Despite receiving the approval of “high culture” – with perform-
ances at MoMA in NewYork and documenta  in Kassel – their works
have, in recent years, primarily been included in exhibitions on “under-
ground” culture, with zines, album covers and street poster designs as the
main media presented.However, their work has only rarely been described
and analysed from an art-historical perspective.

The Life of SidVicious – A scam revealed as the truth

The Life of SidVicious is an obvious scam documentary on the life and death
of the bass guitarist of the Sex Pistols,who is played by a two-year-old boy.
The Super- film was recorded three days after the death of SidVicious.
Vicious – infamous for his immature behaviour and brattish attitude – was
arrested after allegedly stabbing his girlfriend Nancy Spungen to death at
the Chelsea Hotel in NewYork in October , and died not long after-
wards from a heroin overdose. It was,of course,predictable even shortly after
his death that this would lead to myth-spinning and money-making.
DieTödliche Doris begin the film conventionally with the title,which

is put together from cut-out letters, echoing the album cover designed by
Jamie Reid for Never Mind the Bollocks,Here’s the Sex Pistols.The use of
collage is also linked to John Heartfield and Dada, as well as to Beat
Generation cut-ups byWilliam Burroughs and Claude Pélieu. In this case,
the style resembles a ransom letter.At the same time, the title of the film,
The Life of Sid Vicious, is somewhat dry and standard, almost a little too
wooden for a documentary on such a topic, and thus appears to mock
the idea of a “true” depiction.
In the first scenes, the French version of Anarchy in the UK, known from

the film The Great Rock ‘n’ Roll Swindle (), is playing.This mocku-
mentary about the Sex Pistols by JulienTemple features a famous scene with
Vicious walking the streets of Paris wearing his swastika T-shirt, ranting,
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raving and offending people.The scene is re-enacted in the first minutes
of the DieTödliche Doris film, except that Sid is played by two-year-old
Oscar (the son of DieTödliche Doris’ drummer Dagmar Dimitroff) and
that it is recognisably set in the streets ofWest Berlin. Little Oscar tumbles
and crawls around, finds some loose paving stones to throw about. He is
filmed from above, from the position of an adult.His outfit is at once quite
detailed and all wrong: he has the swastikaT-shirt, the leather bracelet and
metal chains,his black hair is spiked,but he is,of course, a chubby little child
with baby hair (fig. ).This too is typical for Die Tödliche Doris: meti-
culous attention to detail while ignoring the obvious“mistake”.This exag-
gerated set-up, paired with openly unrealistic storytelling,was also utilised
in Seven Deadly Household Accidents.
In the next scene,we see a dark, untidy room full of empty bottles and

cigarette butts. Oscar as Sid, along with the fair-haired, seven-year-old
Angie playing his girlfriend Nancy,who is dressed up in a black garter belt
and mascara, are hanging around and get into a pillow fight. Subsequently,
Oscar as Sid is (literally) playing with a knife and then “Nancy” is killed
in a whirl of ketchup and screams, accompanied by a soundtrack that
brings to mind bad horror movies. Incidentally, all of the screams were
made by Wolfgang Müller.The last sequence features a close-up of a
syringe, and Sid (or Oscar) appears to be giving himself a fix. He looks

 Video still from DieTödliche Doris,The Life of SidVicious, 
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around confusedly and then starts crying. In the end, he falls asleep, and
the sound of the French version of Anarchy in the UK sets in again.
The Super- aesthetics highlight the“childhood”moment (since Super-

 is a familiar technique for private family recordings), while the trashi-
ness of the setting makes it look “real”, despite the obvious staging.The
effect of the offbeat French soundtrack is used to emphasise the surreal
aspect of the on-screen action. It is a peculiar film to watch, especially
the playful scenes in which the childish innocence of the two-year old is
quite moving.He does not know what is going on, but the viewer does;
the satirical elements,which the child and main character does not under-
stand,make accomplices of the producers and the spectator.At the same
time, the camera position above the child, following him and – we assume
– directing him, instructing him to perform specific actions, could be
read as a harsh critique of mass media.
The film stirred up a heated response – with some shouting child abuse

and others mistaking the swastikaT-shirt for neo-Nazism.Music magazines
were fascinated by it, and focused on the authenticity of the portrait of
Vicious,with SOUNDSmagazine writing:“The Life of SidVicious short por-
trays the punk idiom better than the thousands of disposable artefacts that
have appeared since its beginning.”This was seconded by The New Musical
Express:“Once the shock wears off, one is left with the devastatingly sim-
ple metaphor for a childmind playing with things beyond his control.”As
a portrait, the obviously incorrect depiction is thus used to call attention
to the divergence between the public persona of SidVicious and the more
vulnerable aspects of his personality. From an art-historical point of view,
the question of the portrait is interesting.One might consider the artistic
strategy of depicting the essence of a person through distortion, as was
done, for example, by Jean Dubuffet in his existential Art Brut portraits.

Further common ground can be found in the simplicity, rough aesthetics
and the notion of “low art” in both Dubuffet’s portrait series and The Life
of Sid Vicious. Die Tödliche Doris often worked with the distortion of
images and perception in order to question the viewer’s concept of real-
ity, as seen in the portrait of SidVicious, but also in works such asMaterial
for the Post-War Era and Berlin Kitchen Music (see below).
Punk was a social movement, a call for rebellion against the status

quo.The NO FUTURE slogan opposed the double standards and bi-
gotry of the neo-conservative establishment, outdated and corrupted
hippy dreams, the ideological fabrications of ColdWar rhetoric, and high
youth unemployment.The punk movement’s taboo-breaking imagery
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and language highlighted the ugliness and aggression that were present in
society, but which were being concealed within the mainstream. Its provo-
cations were therefore not only aimed at eliciting a shocked reaction
(that, too), they were also about exposing the depravation of society.This
notion of punk as a vehicle for truth – the absurd and wrong, yet ultimately
accurate – is mirrored in Doris’ depiction of SidVicious.
A further reference to punk is the use of a dilettante, or amateurish,

filming technique,which underlines the naivety of the work.Dilettantism
is deliberately utilised to provide a direct approach to reality, which is
interwoven with the artistic strategies of the punk movement.To simplify
a little, one might say that the dominant styles in music as well as art at the
end of the s were all expertly professional and excessively “artful”. In
the music scene, the s saw the arrival of massive stage shows at which
virtuoso solo guitarists basked in the adulation of their audiences. In the
art scene, the majority of galleries and exhibitions showcased the “big
names” of conceptual, theoretical and minimalist art directed at the edu-
cated connoisseur.The Do ItYourself (DIY) watchword of the punk move-
ment was thus directed against both art market players and big record
companies alike. DIY meant independent artists-ruled galleries, under-
ground music labels and self-published zines.At the same time,DIY rep-
resented an attempt to close the gap between art and life, and thereby
position the work closer to the reality of the protagonists themselves, as well
as that of their viewers.The artists of DieTödliche Doris were also inte-
rested in dilettantism and the “wonderful art work originating from per-
manent failure”, asWolfgang Müller once described the artistic strategy of
Dieter Roth. DieTödliche Doris were deeply interested in this concept
of “failure”, and it can almost be seen as a leitmotif of their oeuvre.
On  September ,Wolfgang Müller organisedDie große Untergangsshow

– Festival Genialer Dilletanten [The Great Show of Doom – Festival of Ingenious
Dilletantes] inWest Berlin’s Tempodrom building.The one-day festival
served as an art-crossover statement by the underground scene and celebrated
dilettantism (adeptly manifested in the deliberately incorrect spelling of the
word “Dilletanten”with a double “l” and a single “t”). Like the members
of DieTödliche Doris,many other protagonists of theWest Berlin subcul-
tural milieu worked simultaneously as musicians, filmmakers, poets and
visual artists.They sought to break down the division between high culture
and subculture, and took pride in non-professionalism and the allowance
of mishaps. One might consider the interaction between countercultural
renewals and certain recognised fine arts movements to be dialectical in
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the sense that the artists found shared intentions within an established avant-
garde tradition,which itself once proclaimed to be anti-art.
The term dilettantism derives from the Latin word delectare,meaning to

delight in something. It was originally used to describe artists and musi-
cians – often from the middle and upper classes – who created their work
solely for purposes of enjoyment, in contrast to professionals.Within the art
world, dilettantism took on positive connotations with the late th cen-
tury reform movements, and was later embraced as an important principle
by the th century avant-gardes.At the First International Dada Fair in
Berlin in , a sign hanging on the wall famously read, “Dilettanten
erhebt Euch gegen die Kunst!” [“Dilettantes, rise up against art!”].And in
, the second issue of the journal La Révolution surréaliste featured an
essay by André Breton attacking the sacred status of work. Later that year,
a collective statement was published by the Bureau of Surrealist Research,
entitled the “Déclaration du  janvier ”,which reiterated this stand-
point.The goal of the artist was revolution,not work,not professionalism.
In the punk music scene, dilettantism was famously applied in the prover-
bial “three chords”, and visual artists likewise promoted joyful impro-
priety, childishness and amateurishness.The portrayal of SidVicious as a
child in DieTödliche Doris’ work reflects this vision of art and music.
Another link between punk and the early th century avant-gardes can

be seen in the manipulation and disruption of identity. In the punk milieu,
role playing, performance and fantasy were integrated into everyday life,
thus blurring the lines between fiction and reality, play and earnestness.
The revolutionaryA for “anarchy” symbol on a metal badge, the safety pin
and the evocative Mohawk haircut became recognisable insignia.The
punks also had close connections to queer and gay venues,where they were
welcomed with an open mind and a sense of shared exclusion. Artists
and musicians used their own bodies to intensify the physicality and
immediacy of their work, playing with violent gestures and alienation.
Acting out and dressing up were direct ways of expressing one or more
selves and, over time, developed into experimental art performances.As
Kathryn Rosenfeld remarked,“Punk’s reliance upon the visual – its earnest
insistence upon the body as a canvas for self-expression-cum-visual ter-
rorism – made it a logical home both for the performative, visually strate-
gic tactics of contemporary queer culture, and for art students seeking a
way out of the studio and the institutions and into the streets.”

This theatricality and playfulness with identity can be seen in The Life
of SidVicious.Another example is Tödliche Doris’ action art and exhibi-
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tions held at “Penny Lane’s Frisiersalon” in one of the squatted houses
in Schöneberg, at which they distorted people’s appearance with rather
repulsive “Carpet-Tile-Hair-Dos” and “Jewellery Braces”. In theWest
Berlin punk scene,many used pun names and aliases – such as the musi-
cians Blixa Bargeld and Mona Mur (i.e.“MonAmour”) – not without
allusion to well-known pseudonyms like Zentrodada a.k.a. Johannes Baargeld
or Marcel Duchamp’s Rrose Sélavy (i.e.“Eros, c’est la vie”).The Tödliche
Doris figure also matches this impalpable notion of identity, underlining
the illusory nature of representation.
For the work Material für die Nachkriegszeit [Material for the Post-War

Era, fig. ] from -Wolfgang Müller and Nikolaus Utermöhlen
rummaged through garbage tins at photo booths in the underground and
collected masses of passport photos which people had, for some reason or

- Wolfgang Müller
and Nikolaus Utermöhlen,
Material for the Post-War Era,
-
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another, torn up and thrown away. The fragmented faces are visually
linked to Dada collages,with their cut-ups and compositions.The photo
booth image is intended to be clear – like an image used in official doc-
uments, it is the ultimate representation of identity in facial data.The
work therefore also mirrors DieTödliche Doris’ fascination with error and
failure.The deconstruction of the photos breaks with the implicit order
of things, revealing instances in which inner and outer perceptions of
identity apparently diverge. In this respect, the work is comparable to
The Life of SidVicious, in which the distorted image similarly alludes to the
discrepancy between inner and outer perception.
The world’s first public photo booth was installed in NewYork in

, and, as they were to be found in Paris from  onwards, the
Surrealists were the first to make use of them for artistic purposes.The

- Wolfgang Müller
and Nikolaus Utermöhlen,
Material for the Post-War Era,
-
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law of chance and lack of control made the photo booth a visual coun-
terpart to the Surrealist concept of automatic writing.The particular con-
text in which photo booth images are taken – pseudo-privately behind
a curtain, yet in public places – and the rapidity of the automated release
underline the component of control and its absence. In Doris’ work, the
found strips of images were mounted together into a -minute “drama-
tised and shortened version” and a -minute, -second “un-dramatised
and un-shortened version”.With these titles, the artists undermine the doc-
umentary character and pursue the notion of calculated representation
and the blurring of perceptions of true/false, private/public and fic-
tion/reality.These notions are also explored in The Life of Sid Vicious.
Ultimately, the film shows how the obvious fiction of a two-year old
child portraying a dead punk rock star is eventually as close to reality as
a traditional portrait – or closer.

Berlin Kitchen Music – the everyday turned absurd

In our second example of DieTödliche Doris’s work,one might argue that
it is not fiction that is turned into reality, as is the case in The Life of Sid
Vicious, but instead reality that becomes fiction. In Berlin Kitchen Music, the
deadpan day-to-day reality of a woman tidying her kitchen is disturbed
by bizarre interruptions as the scene becomes more and more outlandish.
The work is closely linked to the specific context ofWest Berlin in the
s, and mirrors how Die Tödliche Doris worked with the strange-
ness of this environment.
If one takes a look at aWest German map from the s, one seesWest

Berlin as a small island lying isolated in the middle of the vast German
Democratic Republic.This half-city had a reputation as the over-sub-
sidisedWestern frontier, and famously had no curfew.The opportunity to
avoid military service and the simultaneous lack of business or career
opportunities drew a certain crowd. Iggy Pop and David Bowie recorded
melancholy albums at the HansaTonstudio, which they renamed “Hansa
Studio by the Wall”, and Blixa Bargeld from the notorious band
Einstürzende Neubauten sang,“Ich stehe auf Feuer / Ich stehe auf Rauch
/ Ich stehe auf Krach / Ich stehe auf Berlin” [“I am into fire / I am into
smoke / I am into noise / I am into Berlin”].The cityscape itself may have
contributed to a certain atmosphere. Several buildings still showed scars and
old insignia from the SecondWorldWar.AsWolfgang Müller remarked, seen
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fromWest Berlin, theWall appeared“grotesque, like a bleak, abandoned stage
set.”The BerlinWall might have seemed a ludicrous incarnation of the
Iron Curtain, an unreal image, but it was a fact nonetheless.
From the time theWall was built in August , a number of artists

processed its construction in their work, often making connections with
themes of reality, fiction, perception and representation. In , at the
Festival der neuen Kunst in Aachen, Joseph Beuys famously demanded that
the height of the Wall be raised by  cm to facilitate “better propor-
tions”.The statement was interpreted byValdis Ābolin, š as “bitter irony”,
a political critique, in the sense that theWall had become an everyday
commodity, like a piece of furniture, to which one could impartially apply
the standards of good proportions.At the same time, the absurdity of the
request also draws attention to the absurdity of the structure itself.Another
example is the collage wall Wir waren so eine Art Museumsstück [WeWere
a Kind of Museum Object] byWolf Vostell, which was first shown at the
 exhibition Phänomene und Realitäten [Phenomena and Realities] at the
René Block Gallery inWest Berlin.The  x  cm silk-screen work
shows images from post-war Germany, press coverage of the Uprising of
 in East Germany, the Spiegel Affair of , and the construction of
theWall.Vostell distorted newspaper clippings with acid, and sprayed and
painted on them in white, black, red and yellow (the colours of the old
Reich’s flag and the flag of the Federal Republic of Germany).Through
the obvious blurring of the supposedly factual photos, he brought into focus
the role of the media and questioned the viewer’s conception of news
events. In Rainer Fetting’s Van Gogh at theWall paintings (-),
on the other hand, fiction and fantasy are the central theme. Painted in
rough brushwork and loud primary colours, a figure identified as Van
Gogh strides along theWall, his hat pulled tightly over his face, followed
by his shadow,which is cast on the side of theWall.Whether it is due to
the artist’s self-staging or the illusion of a painter-paragon,or both, the con-
tent of the image is visibly a dramatisation, in which theWall is used as a
stage. Jörn Merkert has remarked that Fetting, in his gaudy work,mirrored
the “total artificiality” [“totale Künstlichkeit”] of the circumstances in
West Berlin.

Apart from Berlin Kitchen Music,which also refers to theWest Berlin con-
text, Die Tödliche Doris produced another work that specifically fea-
tured theWall: the Naturkatastrophenkonzert [Natural Catastrophe Concert],
a recorded performance from ,which demonstrates the group’s take
on perception and expectation.The performance is set in the muddy
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wasteland of Potsdamer Platz, a location that is only recognisable if fami-
liar, thus explicitly avoiding the iconic effect of theWall.The three group
members begin by setting a microphone on fire, then, in turn, play the vio-
lin and accordion, and use bones as instruments.They hardly move or
make any other attempt at entertainment.The music is distorted by the
sound of the flames licking the burning microphone,which finally drops
to the ground and stops recording. For a little while longer,DieTödliche
Doris keep playing, now without a sound, until the screen fades to black.
In its monotonous form, the work circumvents the media’s hunger for
catastrophe and sensation, and refuses to contribute to a certain “dra-
matic” image ofWest Berlin. In this way, it echoes the laconic elements
of the song Seven Deadly HouseholdAccidentsmentioned earlier.AsWolfgang
Müller remarked, the setting is about as “unrepresentative” as it could
get.The combination of the abandoned scene, the media presentation,
and the acts of the protagonists results in moments of irritating juxtapo-
sitions throughout the film. It is the same unreal mise-en-scène that Die
Tödliche Doris used in The Life of SidVicious, in whichWest Berlin was
staged as a substitute Paris.
These notions are also explored in Berlin Kitchen Music.We again see a

documentary-like format, broken by the increasingly bizarre behaviour of
the artists and the almost unbearable soundtrack.The story behind the work
is that a friend of Die Tödliche Doris had rented a new apartment in
West Berlin and, in it, had found kitchen furnishings thatWolfgang Müller
would later describe as “grotesque”. The alpine-cottage-style kitchen
had been lavishly renovated with lead glass windows,walled-in bull’s-eye
panes, rustic panels in dark wood and benches.
The film shows a young woman with long dark hair wearing a blue flo-

ral dress, presumably a housewife. She is cleaning her kitchen, expecting
guests.There is a knock at the door and five people enter, their heads
covered in paper bags.They all help themselves to liquor as she turns on
a cassette recorder to play the song The Guilt Structure.The distortion of
sound – the replay sounding far away – is mirrored in the disconnected
and isolated feel of the room. Seated on a bench, everyone links their
arms (fig. ) and starts swaying from side to side in a parody of German
cosiness to the words:“I am guilty, you are guilty, that is the guilt struc-
ture, culprit and victim, the culprit puts the victim in the bag, I am guilty,
you are guilty, we are guilty, guilty, guilty!” Afterwards, the five guests
leave, somewhat clumsily since they are still wearing the paper bags over
their heads, and the woman closes the door behind them.
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The aesthetics are crude and shabby, but there is clearly a script being
followed.Watching is not made easy for the viewer, one feels almost
excluded. Because the camera never leaves the room, the feeling is claus-
trophobic.The choice of medium (Super-) and setting (a kitchen) under-
line the notion of intimacy and homeliness.The classic art-historical subject
– a lone woman in a domestic interior – resonates in this work.The under-
lying premises of this genre remain: confinement, interior life (of the space
as well as the body) and a certain ideal of womanhood. In this case, the mo-
dern figure of the housewife slowly going mad in her airless universe –
familiar from so many movies and books – is added to the mix.
The paper bags are quite uncanny – in German one would say “un-

heimlich”, meaning literally “un-homelike” – highlighting the contra-
diction with the surroundings.The five figures remain anonymous,making
the social interaction within the group seem all the more absurd.Covering
one’s face can serve two purposes: as a means to commit a crime and pass
undetected, or as a means of disempowerment, of taking away a person’s
(for example, a prisoner’s) ability to move freely.The latter notion is
underscored in the stanza “the culprit puts the victim in the bag.”These
exercises of power and elements of disguise furthermore evoke fetishism
and sadomasochism.

 Video still from DieTödliche Doris,Berlin Kitchen Music, 
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The film points to peculiar spaces, spheres of staleness and stuffiness
that are broken up by something violent or unexpected, juxtaposing
familiarity and strangeness.The microcosm of the main character is left
apparently unaltered by the absurdity of the events and the implicit threat
of violence.This could be read as a comment onWest German society, the
dominating neo-conservatism of the early s and the way in which guilt
was swept under the carpet for the sake of appearances. On the other
hand, this aspect is also ironically challenged by the song’s exaggerated
lyrics, which could also be understood as a critique of Catholicism – an
association that is enhanced by the southern German alpine cottage
atmosphere.

Summary

Both Berlin Kitchen Music and The Life of SidVicious were shot on Super-
 – the medium of the dilettante – and with a“punkish” attitude, they drag
the ugly out in front of the camera.They are highly staged, making the
viewer constantly aware of the theatricality of the situation,which is fur-
ther intensified by role play and the interchangeability of identity.The
double entendres mentioned earlier are particularly visible in The Life of
SidVicious.The film is a fiction (a scam documentary) depicting another
fiction (the original mockumentary by Julien Temple) depicting a third
fiction (the self-staging of Vicious himself) and potentially criticising a
fourth “fiction” (the media’s hyped coverage of the events). In the process,
the signs employed change: the effect of the swastikaT-shirt, for example,
is obviously different when worn by a child in Berlin to when it is worn
by a punk-rock star in Paris.
In this way, the work of the group is characterised by a conceptual,

often ironic approach that eludes straightforward representation.Their
work is heterogeneous and anti-aesthetic – the aim here is not to develop
an art-market-friendly visual brand.The artists repeatedly choose a dry
documentary style and format,while at the same time acting in a demon-
stratively weird and outlandish manner, simultaneously challenging and
deceiving their audiences.
The group identifies itself with an avant-garde tradition, with many

elements of their work pointing specifically to Dada and Surrealism.To
be structured as a group could be considered in itself as a typical charac-
teristic of the (neo-)avant-garde. The way in which Tödliche Doris
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interprets the role of the artist, the notion of dilettantism and the focus
on idea-driven art can also be seen as similarities. Central to Tödliche
Doris’work are the focus on intermedia, crossovers between artistic gen-
res and their attempts to close the gap between art and life. Language is
often an important element in their work, and the interaction – and
divergence – between title and object is crucial, as seen in Seven Deadly
Household Accidents and Material for the Post-War Era.The group often
paraphrases official and/or clichéd language to expose and criticise social
conventions. Further intersections can be seen in certain themes and
visual strategies explored, such as the fragmentation of identity, the deli-
berate and conceptual allowance of mishaps and the use of surprising
juxtapositions.
Moreover, the subversive realism of punk culture,with its unveiling of

social dirt and ugly, hidden truths plays a key role. Punk elements can
also be seen in the staging of the everyday and the blurring of the boun-
daries between play and seriousness.
If we broaden our perspective to consider perceptions of fiction and real-

ity in the oeuvre of Die Tödliche Doris in general, some key notions
emerge.Their work addresses themes such as guilt and innocence, private
and public spaces, coincidence and concept, pretence and actuality.The
definition of these notions is challenged and their meaning switched.
Fiction is depicted as reality and reality as fiction; guilt is reflected as inno-
cence and vice versa. In their exploration of the relationship between
sound and image, the works often generate an almost synaesthetic expe-
rience.DieTödliche Doris uses the soundtrack as much as the visuals to
create a certain effect.The absurdity of the situation inWest Berlin is
evoked in several works, with the group employing an obviously fake
documentary approach to mock the concept of a : depiction of real-
ity.Ultimately, the Doris figure herself may demonstrate this most clearly.
This impalpable construct,with “her” exclusion of the viewer, elucidates
the difficulty of reading any image and any situation.The interchangeability
of fiction and reality thus becomes a truthful and eventually realistic
account of cognition – in the realm of art, life and the media.
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